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Fast track to chartered accountancy
THE Henley-ICAEW programme
(HIP) is a partnership between
Henley Business School Malaysia
and the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England andWales
(ICAEW).
The Henley Business School at

the University of Reading has a
long-established reputation as one
of the UK’s premier business
schools, ranking in the Top 10 of
UK Business Schools according to
the Financial Times European
Business School Rankings 2021.
ICAEW is one of the industry’s

most respected professional bodies
for those seeking to become a
chartered accountant.
One of the key benefits of ICAEW

is the global recognition of its
ACA qualification – ICAEW has
reciprocal memberships with
professional bodies in countries
such as Malaysia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and Canada.

Fast-track to chartered
accountancy
Designed as an integrated,

career-focused programme, HIP
offers students a fast-track to char-
tered accountancy which includes
a credited, one year industry place-
ment, typically at a major firm
such EY, KPMG, PWC, Deloitte,
GrantThornton, BDO or other
ICAEW Authorised Training
Employer (ATE).
HIP graduates can claim up to a

maximum of 8 Credit for Prior
learning (CPL) or paper exemp-
tions from ICAEW, as well as a
waiver of about £850 (RM4,398) in
exemption and registration fees.
HIP has an established track

record of producing industry-ready
talent. This year, 100% of the 2022
graduating batch received job
offers even before graduating.
Prof Wing Lam, Provost at

University of Reading Malaysia,
highlighted the key advantages of

HIP: “The HIP programme is one of
the few programmes in Malaysia
with an integrated full year indus-
try work placement. It is often the
first time that students have the
opportunity to work in a profes-
sional setting at a major firm, so it
gives them a real taste of what the
industry is about. Students not only
get to apply what they learn in the
classroom, they also develop the
soft skills that companies are
seeking but often missing from
fresh graduates.”
With the industry work place-

ment, students gain valuable work
experience that enhances their
employability. Students are not
only able to put into practice what
they learn in the classroom, but
develop valuable workplace skills
such as business communication,
time management and client
interaction.
Furthermore, eligible students

can also receive the ICAEW
Certificate in Finance, Accounting
and Business (CFAB) and use the
Business and Finance Professional
(BFP) designation after their name.

Top-tier business school
At Henley Business School

Malaysia, students can be reas-
sured they will receive an excellent
learning experience. 75% of
Henley’s academics in Malaysia
are PhD-qualified and many have
further industry and professional
certifications.
Henley’s approach to teaching

and learning ensures students not
only acquire the technical knowl-
edge they need, but also the ability
to think critically and solve prob-
lems.
Another benefit of studying at

Henley Business School in Malaysia
is the low student to staff ratio.
Class sizes are typically no larger

than 35, which allows students to
receive a more personalised learn-
ing experience and benefit from a
high degree of interaction with
their lecturers. In addition, each
student is assigned an academic
tutor to provide support and
mentoring where required.

■ For more information, log on to
www.reading.edu.my/henley
and follow them on Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/
uniofreadingmalaysia) and
Instagram (https://www.instagram.
com/uniofreadingmalaysia/)

Prize-winning students from the 2022 graduating batch.

Henley Business School Malaysia has experts from both academia and
industry.

Former students who are now employees together with current students
on industry placement at EY Johor.

Pursuing a medical degree with the Irish Leaving Certificate
ARE you wondering what are
some of the entry requirements to
consider to begin your study in
medicine?
The Irish Leaving Certificate

(ILC) is one of the direct pathways
to study medicine at RCSI and UCD
Malaysia Campus (RUMC). Upon
completion of the ILC, you will
receive an internationally recog-
nised qualification, which leads to
a seamless progression to medicine
and entry into the five-year medi-
cal degree programme at RUMC.
Dr Michelle Low from RUMC’s

Class of 2022 recently did her ILC
at the Institute of Education (IOE)
in Dublin before continuing her
medical degree.
As an aspiring doctor, Dr Low

was interested to pursue her
medical education at RUMC for
its unique structure and delivery
of the Undergraduate Medicine
programme.
“The university’s transnational

programme is a great opportunity
to experience the best of both
worlds – Ireland and Malaysia.
Having decided to work in
Malaysia, I find it a good idea to

take up this programme to get first-
hand knowledge and information
about the Irish healthcare system
in the first half of the programme
and the Malaysian healthcare set-
ting in the latter part,” she shared.

Dr Low did her pre-clinical years
at University College Dublin (UCD)
for the first two and a half years,
where she gained comprehensive
biomedical science training deliv-
ered by specialist staff across an

extensive network of academic and
clinical locations.
To pursue a medical degree with

the Irish Leaving Certificate, you
will need to take seven subjects. It
is mandatory to take Maths,
English and a language subject.
Choose your additional subjects in
line with your higher education
plans. For example, if you wish
to pursue a career in medicine,
science subjects should take
precedence.
To qualify for RUMC’s Under-

graduate Medicine programme, a
minimum of 465 points is required
in ILC including 1 x H2 and 2 x H3
in three subjects – Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics and
Physics.
Students are eligible for full and

partial scholarships if they acquire
528 plus points.
IOE is one of Ireland’s largest

and most successful private
secondary schools and a leading
pathway to top universities in
Ireland, the UK and globally.
Here, the overall cost of pro-

gressing to the RUMC programme,
versus other medical schools, is

affordable and accessible.
RUMC is Malaysia’s first accredit-

ed private medical school and is
recognised by the Malaysian
Medical Council (MMC) and Irish
Medical Council (IMC) as graduat-
ing high-performing doctors.
Students are recognised for prac-

tice in the US, Canada and others
by the Educational Commission
for Foreign Medical Graduates
(ECFMG) and Foundation for
Advancement of International
Medical Education and Research
(FAIRMER) with the institution list-
ed as an Irish medical school in the
World Directory of Medical Schools
(WDOMS). RUMC celebrated its
Silver Jubilee last year, marking 25
years of delivering high-quality
medical education.
Intake is in progress for

the Undergraduate Medicine
programme in September.

■ For more information about the
programmes, contact 04-217 1888
or log on towww.rcsiucd.edu.my
and for general enquiries, contact
04-217 1999 or enquiry@rcsiucd.
edu.my

Dr Low with
her family
during her
conferring
ceremony
in Penang.
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Top-notch actuarial studies programme
PURSUING any job in the 21st cen-
tury requires higher levels of edu-
cation. Tertiary education has
become one of the aspirations of
more and more young people
around the globe while at the same
time a fundamental requirement
for employment in the sectors and
industries that drive development
in every country.
While a world-class tertiary

education can be a heavy invest-
ment, Sunway College Ipoh (SCI)
offers a QS 5-Stars ranked degree
nearer to home.
Offering an inaugural intake in

October 2022, Sunway College Ipoh
(SCI) in collaboration with Sunway
University recently launched the
BSc (Hons) in Actuarial Studies at
Lost World of Tambun Hotel,

Sunway City, Ipoh.
The new programme at SCI

offers the opportunity for students
in the northern region to pursue a
world-class education without the
need to come to Kuala Lumpur
with higher living expenses.
A top-rated profession, being an

actuary is an all-rounded profes-
sion offering good employment
prospects, job security and growth
opportunities. Observations made
by the Actuarial Society of Malaysia
stated that demand for actuaries
in Malaysia will continue to grow
in the next few decades, with the
given expected continuous growth
in the insurance market.
The three-year degree is a

twinning programme that enables
students to ease into the first year

of their studies in SCI and subse-
quently continue their second and
third year of studies in Sunway
University at Bandar Sunway.
The programme also offers each

first intake student an inaugural
bursary and scholarship of up to
100% tuition fee waiver through-
out their studies, for those who
meet the academic requirement.
The launch was officiated by

Prof Elizabeth Lee, CEO of Sunway
Education Group, together with
Prof Sibrandes Poppema, President
of Sunway University; Prof Ho Chee
Kit, Dean of School of Mathematical
Sciences, Sunway University; Dr
Cheng MienWee, chief executive of
Sunway College Ipoh; andWan Nor
HalizaWan Harun, principal of
Sunway College Ipoh.

“This is the first of a series of
twinning programmes, as we hope
to explore more opportunities to
bring a wide variety of quality
degree programmes to benefit stu-
dents in other regions of Malaysia.
Pioneering this new initiative is the
actuarial studies programme,
which is fully accredited and recog-
nised by the Institute and Faculty
of Actuaries (IFoA) and Society of
Actuaries (SOA). The programme
has a track record of 100% employ-
ment,” shared Prof Poppema.
The launch was followed by a

forum titled “Actuarial Studies in
Contemporary Times and Malaysia
Contexts”, which featured Prof Ho;
Nicholas Yeo, in-house actuary of
School of Mathematical Sciences;
Khor Kaai Yee, director of Lian

Choon Huat Hardware Sdn Bhd;
Nicholas Cheong, alumnus of BSc
(Hons) in Actuarial Studies pro-
gramme; and Matthew Phillepe,
current student of the BSc (Hons)
in Actuarial Studies programme.
To support and endorse this new

programme launch, the ceremony
was also attended by many leaders
of the Ipoh City Council, Perak
State Education Department, Prof
Hew Gill, Associate Provost of
Sunway University; Datin Rosalina
Mary Ooi, and Dr Tan Chin Yong,
Sunway College Ipoh Advisory
Board Member, school representa-
tives, students and parents.

■ For details on the inaugural
October intake, visit sunway.edu.
my/ipoh or call 019-368 1096.

The launch was graced by Prof Elizabeth Lee (third from left), together with (from left) Prof
Hew Gill, Prof Sibrandes Poppema, Dr Cheng, Wan Nor Haliza Wan Harun and Prof Ho.

Titled ‘Actuarial Studies in Contemporary Times and Malaysia Contexts’, the forum featured
(from left) Dr Cheng (moderator) and speakers; Prof Ho, Yeo, Khor, Cheong and Matthew
Phillepe.

www.mdis.edu.my
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Empowering sustainable energy
IN an increasingly urbanised world, shifting
environmental priorities have put sustaina-
bility in the spotlight. Together with other
world leaders, Malaysia adopted the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development (2030
Agenda) at the United Nations General
Assembly in New York City on Sept 25, 2015.
In the last decade, the Malaysian govern-

ment has implemented several action plans
to intensify energy efficiency measures in
various sectors such as building, industry,
and transportation, which will harness
energy savings potential, reduce Malaysia’s
carbon emissions, and decrease Malaysia’s
reliance on fossil fuels.
Much of Malaysia’s large industrial sectors

have been encouraged to use sustainable
energy technologies to manufacture their
products, such as palm oil, iron, steel,
cement, glass, pulp and paper, rubber, and
plastics.
The government and private energy

companies, such as TNB and Petronas among
others, have established the infrastructure of
sustainable technologies.
In the building industry, to utilise active

and passive energy efficiency technologies in
both government and private commercial
buildings, various programmes such as the
Government Lead By Example (GLBE)
programme and the Sustainable Achieve via
Energy Efficiency (Save) programme have
been implemented.
Therefore, the demand for skilled profes-

sionals in energy efficiency and sustainable
energy practices in the industry is rising
notably.
According to the National Energy

Efficiency Master Plan, universities can play
an essential role in training the specialised
workforce and increasing the quality of
human capital in the energy sustainability
of various industry sectors, as innovative

human capital has a crucial role to
accelerate the nation’s transformation.
In response to this demand as well as the

skills gap across the Malaysian universities,
UniKL-BMI has offered an effective
programme in sustainable energy called
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
Technology (Sustainable Energy) with
Honours or known as BEET(SE) programme.
This programme aims to support the

implementation of government programmes,
improve capacity and knowledge, and
address human capital needs in specific
areas under EPP9. The Sustainable Energy
Development Authority Malaysia (Seda) and
Suruhanjaya Tenaga (ST) have recognised

this programme.
This programme will provide students

with hands-on experience in sustainable
energy assessment tools and software used
in electrical engineering, which is intended
for professionals practising in the fields of
energy efficiency, energy management, low
and zero-carbon heat, and power generation
technologies; energy policies and laws;
energy audits and facility management,
and pathology and research in the electrical
facilities operation and optimisation.
Students’ abilities will be enhanced by

completing the proposed programme, which
will provide them with specialised knowl-
edge of sustainable design and technologies.

As a result, they will be able to profession-
ally investigate sustainable solutions and
effectively engage with key industrial play-
ers to drive project outcomes and manage
sustainable projects in the electrical sectors.
This goal aligns with the university’s mis-

sion, which is to produce enterprising global
technopreneurs. Graduates of this pro-
gramme will be equipped with knowledge
and skills to supplement their existing areas
of expertise and will be able to pursue a
career in the energy, construction, and man-
ufacturing industries in Malaysia or abroad.
They can work as executive-level

managers, designers, or engineers on
energy-efficient and environmentally
friendly building projects and developments.
Also, they might be able to work as envi-

ronmental sustainability officers, capital pro-
ject managers, sustainability coordinators,
facilities management officers, and assets
managers in the public and private sectors.
Besides, UniKL-BMI also offers diploma

and bachelor’s degree programmes, which is
Diploma of Engineering Technology in
Electrical and Electronics, Diploma of
Engineering Technology in
Telecommunication, Bachelor of Electrical
Engineering Technology, Bachelor of
Electronic Engineering Technology, Bachelor
of Electronic Engineering Technology
(Medical Electronics), Bachelor of
Telecommunication Engineering Technology,
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
Technology (Sustainable Energy) and
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering.
The September 2022 intake is currently

open; application can be made through its
website at www.unikl.edu.my.

■ If you want more information, call
UniKL-BMI hotline 011-7018 8543 or
email admission.bmi@unikl.edu.my

UniKL-BMI has offered an effective programme in sustainable energy called Bachelor of
Electrical Engineering Technology (Sustainable Energy) with Honours or also known as
BEET(SE) programme.
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WHILE students generally consult
an education counsellor when
choosing their university pro-
grammes, not many know that stu-
dents can also speak with faculty
members to understand what they
will be studying and experiencing
in their tertiary education.
“If your child is not sure of what

they want to study, the best advice
is to talk to faculty members at uni-
versities. Don’t stop at the academi-
cians from the foundation level, go
ahead and speak to those from the
bachelor’s degree too.
“This will give you an idea of the

kind of people you will be around
and it will help in the decision-
making process,” says University of
Cyberjaya Faculty of Psychology
and Social Sciences dean Assoc
Prof Dr Anasuya Jegathevi
Jegathesan.
Recognising the importance

to bridge the gap between SPM
leavers and faculty members at
university level, University of
Cyberjaya is organising Faculty
Talks presented by its distinguished
academicians on campus at its
Open Day that will elaborate on the
programmes in detail.
Dr Shairyzah Ahmad Hisham,

the deputy dean of the Faculty of
Pharmacy Academic Affairs, will
speak about the university’s
pharmacy programme, which gives
students access to community
pharmacies and the pharmaceuti-
cal industry during their studies.
The established Faculty of

Pharmacy also thrives on research
with prominent pharmaceutical
researchers including Asst Prof Dr
Liew Kai Bin, a research academi-
cian spearheading the pharmaceu-
tical technology and industry
department.
Dr Liew recently secured a

Fundamental Research Grant

Scheme (FRGS) award of
RM144,300 from the Ministry of
Higher Education for his research
on discovering the anti-cancer
property of Luteolin, originally
a natural compound found in
plants such as of the species
Reseda luteola.
Also part of the Faculty Talk is

Faculty of Safety and Health dean
Asst Prof Rosli Abdul Rahman, who
will speak on occupational safety
and health programmes.
The university prides itself

for having programmes under
this faculty accredited by the
Department of Occupational Safety
and Health, Malaysia (DOSH) and
the Institution of Occupational

Safety and Health, UK (IOSH).
“Never before have the role of

health and safety officers been
more than what it is now and the
demand for good practitioners
will continue in years to come.
We believe that the care and
dedication we have placed in our
students will ensure that those
demands not only meet, but exceed
the expectations of employers,”
says Rosli.
SPM leavers keen on biomedical

engineering technology may be
interested in a session carried out
by the biomedical engineering
technology programme coordina-
tor, Dr Nor Kamalia Zahari, who
will speak on “The Way Forward
for Biomedical Engineering
Technology Graduates”.

The faculty recently received
several units of ANET A8 V2 3-D
printers to help biomedical engi-
neering technology students with
research and application.
“I believe our students will be

excited to use the printers and will
definitely benefit and have a better
understanding of the design
process, as they will now get
a hands-on experience from
conception to creation,” said
Dr Nor Kamalia.
Coupled with a strong curricu-

lum in engineering, medical, sci-
ence, mathematics and humanities,
graduates are guaranteed to
advance in both engineering and
medical disciplines.
University of Cyberjaya’s Open

Day also features a Faculty Talk on

its Physiotherapy programme
presented by physiotherapy pro-
gramme coordinator Dina Adam.
Aside from a curriculum based

on recommendations from the
World Confederation Physical
Therapy (WCPT), students will also
have a pathway to postgraduate
studies with its latest Master of
Physiotherapy programme, which
allows specialisms in either
musculoskeletal or neurological
physiotherapy.
Aside from getting to meet Dina,

parents and students may also tour
the campus to check out the vari-
ous facilities available for physio-
therapy students, including the
purpose-built physiotherapy lab/
gym and well-equipped rehabilita-
tion rooms that create a hospital-
like environment.
All Faculty Talks will feature a

question-and-answer session.
For those unable to attend physi-

cally, University of Cyberjaya will
also be hosting these talks live on
its Facebook and YouTube pages.
Those watching may pose ques-

tions via the PigeonHole platform
where presenters are able to
answer simultaneously.
Grab this opportunity to meet

the academicians of your career
of choice. Register and attend
University of Cyberjaya’s Open Day
on Sept 17 and 18.

■ Find out more about the univer-
sity’s October intake, programmes
and scholarships at cyberjaya.edu.
my/openday or message its educa-
tion counsellors via WhatsApp
at 011-1112 3344 or email
studywithus@cyberjaya.edu.my

Faculty of Safety and Health dean
Asst Prof Rosli Abdul Rahman is a
Malaysian Industrial Hygiene
Association (MIHA) member and a
licensed Safety and Health Officer
with the Department of Safety and
Health (DOSH).

The university is dedicated towards increasing professionals, particularly
in the field of health sciences with its programmes in physiotherapy.

A day to meet the academicians
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Bright future in the
hospitality industry
THE hospitality industry plays a vital role as
a significant catalyst that drives socio-eco-
nomic development and job creation. Known
as one of the most dynamic and fastest-grow-
ing industries, a career in hospitality can
take you anywhere in the world.
With the right qualifications, students can

find ample opportunities to embark on a
rewarding career in this industry.
For its intake in September, Kolej MDIS

Malaysia introduces a new programme, the
Diploma in Hotel Management.
This programme is curated to meet the

growing needs of the hospitality industry by
providing a solid foundation in hotel opera-
tions, planning and managing accommoda-
tion and food service establishment.
Students will be equipped with theoretical

and practical knowledge to meet the current
needs, challenges, and changes in the indus-
try. They will be able to demonstrate profes-

sionalism with ethical and legal practice in
line with the hospitality codes of conduct
and provide critical solutions for real-life
problems within the hospitality industry.
In its fully equipped mock hotel room,

front office and restaurant, students will
gain hands-on knowledge needed to embark
on a career in hotel management. Besides
communication skills, students will also
learn how to apply digital technology in
running hospitality operations.
In addition, the industrial training pro-

gramme will provide students with valuable
practical experience, which will assist them
in their career path as well as open doors to
full-time job opportunities.
With its strong commitment to high

standards of quality education and dedicated
qualified lecturers, Kolej MDIS Malaysia’s
home-grown programmes are accredited by
the Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA)

while the 3+0 degree are accredited by both
the MQA and the Quality Assurance Agency
(QAA) of the UK.
Kolej MDIS Malaysia provides fully

accredited courses in the fields of Business
Management, Accounting & Finance,
Information Technology, Mass
Communications, and Tourism & Hospitality.
All programmes offered are industry-focused
and provide a lifelong learning pathway for
career advancement.
For its introductory offer in Diploma in

Hotel Management, Kolej MDIS Malaysia is
offering a rebate for the first 88 students that

sign up for admission. Students can opt to
stay in the MDIS Residences@EduCity locat-
ed within the fully integrated education city
– EduCity Iskandar, Johor.
Kolej MDIS Malaysia’s iconic campus

sprawls over 30 acres and accommodates
state-of-the-art infrastructure, campus-wide
Wi-Fi connectivity, fully equipped class-
rooms, lecture theatres, computer labs,
multipurpose halls, an auditorium, sporting
facilities, ample parking, 24/7 security and a
full-fledged hostel on campus.

■ For more details, visitwww.mdis.edu.my

Students will
be equipped
with
theoretical
and practical
knowledge
to meet the
current needs,
challenges,
and changes
in the
industry.

Ranking among the top
winners of ICMCC 2022

CURTIN University Malaysia
(Curtin Malaysia) chemical engi-
neering graduate Philip Ting Kin
Tien recently placed third in the
five-minute tech splash category
of the Institution of Chemical
Engineers (IChemE) Student
Chapters Malaysia Competition
and Convention (ICMCC).
ICMCC is a global initiative

that provides a platform for
IChemE student chapters in
Malaysia to connect, interact and
compete with students from
other regions.
The objective of the competi-

tion is to propagate technical
knowledge and exposure to
chemical engineering industries
among students, as well as devel-
op the professional competen-
cies of IChemE student chapter
committee members.
The competition was jointly

organised by the IChemE student
chapters of Universiti Malaysia
Sabah (UMS), Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM),
Curtin University Malaysia,
Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman
(UTAR) and Xiamen University
Malaysia (XMUM). It is hosted by
Universiti Teknologi Mara
(UiTM) and this year’s competi-
tion was the second held so far.
Ting won on account of his

outstanding undergraduate
research project titled “Kinetic
and Thermodynamic Analysis
for Palm Kernel Shell and
Surgical Waste Mixtures in
Catalytic Pyrolysis Process”,
which aims to find a viable
means of generating green and
renewable energy from the
abundant supply of palm oil
waste biomass and Covid-19

plastic waste in Malaysia. The
project was carried out under
the guidance of Assoc Prof
Bridgid Chin Lai Fui of Curtin
Malaysia’s Department of
Chemical and Energy
Engineering.
Assoc Prof Chin applauded

Ting’s achievement, saying he
managed to win under still chal-
lenging circumstances for both
students and lecturers even
though the Covid-19 pandemic is
now in the endemic stage.
“With the strong support of

the university and their lectur-
ers, our students continued to
participate in both national and
international competitions
throughout the pandemic,
and I anticipate there will be
even greater eagerness to partic-
ipate in competitions in time to
come,” she said.
Curtin Malaysia Faculty of

Engineering and Science dean
Prof Tuong-Thuy Vu and
Department of Chemical and
Energy Engineering head Assoc
Prof Ir Stephanie Chan Yen San
also offered their congratula-
tions.
Prof Vu commented that Ting’s

achievement reaffirmed that
research projects by Curtin
Malaysia’s undergraduate stu-
dents are of the highest quality,
resulting in promising results
and beneficial outcomes for
society.

■More information on Curtin
Malaysia can be found on its
website atwww.curtin.edu.my, or
look for Curtin Malaysia on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube or LinkedIn.

Philip Ting
placed third
in the
five-minute
tech splash
category at
the ICMCC
2022.



Wedding Cake, Muhammad Salihin Mohd
Noor Azmi via Pastry Art Showpiece I
Chocolate Works and Syahira Mohd Abdul
Nasir via Pastry Art Showpiece I Chocolate
Works.
From Diploma in Culinary Arts were Amir

Naufal Mohd Hafez via Pastry Art Showpiece
1 Chocolate Works, Nur Ilyana Aqilah Kusni
and Muhammad Adam Qashri Muhammad
Shahril via Modern Western Cuisine (team of
two persons), Nabila Myra Mazlan via
Individual Fruit and Vegetable Carving and
Jayganesh Thanasegran via Malaysia Indian
Heritage Cuisine 2 Chefs.
Also receiving a Diploma via Malaysia

Indian Heritage Cuisine 2 Chefs is SHCA
lecturer Muhammad Syazwi Asna Mazlan.
Twenty competition categories in biennial

BOTC 2022 included hot cooking, plated food,
patisserie and artistic display, among others.
Local and international participants from

South Korea, Indonesia, the US and the
Philippines included aspiring as well as
master chefs competing in the Greenhorn
Chefs Challenge (Junior) and Master Chefs
Challenge.
MSU is a Quacquarelli Symonds (QS)

global multi-ranked institution focused on
building holistic human capital.
Envisioning a better, more sustainable

future for all, MSU champions equality by
providing a level playing field across exten-
sive efforts in transforming lives, enriching
future.
MSU currently ranks in the QS Top 100

among the world’s top young universities;
QS Top 150 among Asia’s best universities,
QS Top 30 among South-East Asia’s best
universities; QS Top 301+ for Graduate
Employability Ranking, QS Top 601+ of the
world’s best universities in the QSWorld
University Rankings (WUR) 2023 and Times
Higher Education Top 601+ for University
Impact Rankings 2022.
In QS WUR by Subject 2022, MSU has

emerged Malaysia No. 1 for Subjects Art and
Design category, at World Top 151-200 list as
well as placing at World Top 101-150 and
Top 5 among Malaysia’s institutions of
higher education offering Hospitality and
Leisure Management programmes.
Another category is Business and

Management Studies, placing MSU at
Malaysia Top 10 andWorld Top 451-500.

■ For details, look out for the advertisement
in this StarSpecial.
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A triumphant Battle of the Chefs 2022
MANAGEMENT and Science University
(MSU) bagged two gold medals at the latest
Penang Chef Association’s (PCA) 18th edition
of Battle of the Chefs (BOTC) recently.
BOTC 2022 is endorsed by World

Association of Chefs Societies (WACS) as a
Continental Category Culinary Competition;
and National Culinary Competition event
supported by Malaysia Department of Skills
Development (DSD), Ministry of Human
Resource (MoHR).
Young chefs fromMSU’s School of

Hospitality and Creative Arts (SHCA) success-
fully bagged two gold medals through
Bachelor in Culinary Arts (Hons) students
Iqqah Jefri via Hot Fresh Pasta Dish
Challenge (Authentic Italian Taste or Fusion)
and Nur Natasya Nabila Othman via Pastry
World Burger Revolution. The gold topped
30 other medals and diplomas awarded to
MSU from BOTC 2022.
Bringing in three silver medals are

Bachelor in Culinary Arts (Hons) students
Mohd Fazreen Hairolanuar andWan
Muhammad Afeq Amni Wan Ali via Hot
Pasta Dish Challenge (Authentic Italian Taste
or Fusion) and Chaamalah Thannimala via
Pastry World Burger Revolution.
Ten bronze winners include Bachelor in

Patisserie Arts (Hons) student Nurul Liana
Natasya Mohd Zamri via her Pastry Art
Showpiece Chocolate Works and Bachelor in
Culinary Arts (Hons) students Chaamalah
Thannimalai and Deisy Kartika Sari Sibarani
Ahmad Rasit via Malaysia Heritage Cuisine 2,
Dayangku Adila AG Mohamad, Jayganesh
Thanasegran, and Muhammad Farihin Mohd
Faizal via Main Course (Chicken),
Muhammad Sazni Zailil via Main Course
(Lamb), Muhammad Sazni Zailil and Siti
Nurul Shafiqah Mohd Norazaman via Pastry
World Burger Revolution, and Muhammad
Farihin Mohd Faizal via Hot Pasta Dish
Challenge (Authentic Italian Taste or Fusion).
Diploma recipients at BOTC 2022 comprise

five from Bachelor in Culinary Arts (Hons)
and five from Diploma in Culinary Arts as
well as three from Bachelor in Patisserie Arts
(Hons) and three from Diploma in Patisserie
Arts, and one academic member of the
School of Hospitality and Creative Arts
(SHCA).
They are from Bachelor in Culinary Arts

(Hons) Siti Nurul Shafiqah Mohd Norazman
and Deisy Kartika Sari Sibarani Ahmad Rasit
via Main Course (Chicken), Effazatul Ekma
Supanate via Confectionery, Muhammad
Luqman Hariz Hariri via Main Course II
(Beef) and Muhammad Irsyad Noorasfihan
via Hot Pasta Dish Challenge (Authentic
Italian Taste or Fusion).
From Bachelor in Patisserie Arts (Hons)

were Nazarith Sofea Shaifulazmi and Rahah
Nabilah Abdul Rahman via Pastry Art
Showpiece 1 Chocolate Works and Noor Ain
Fariza Zainodin via Plated Dessert (Asian/
Western).
From Diploma in Patisserie Arts were

Nurhazirah Mohd Fazley via Modern Stylish

Memorable
achievement
by MSU’s
School of
Hospitality and
Creative Arts
students.
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